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Measuring evolutionary adaptation of
phytoplankton with local field observations
Irwin et al. recently published a study that
investigates the capacity of phytoplankton
to adapt their ecological niches to changing
environmental conditions (1). The authors
find in a 15-y time series of field observations
that phytoplankton taxa significantly change
their ecological niches in line with environmental changes in irradiance, nitrate, and
temperature. Irwin et al. conclude that this
is evidence of evolutionary adaptation to a
changing environment. Evolutionary adaptation summarizes heritable changes of physiological processes that improve the fitness of
species under the novel environmental regime. In other words, it summarizes changes in
their fundamental niches. Whereas, for plankton, the fundamental niche may be comparably
well represented by its realized niche (2), it can
only be described reliably by considering the
entire spectrum of suitable conditions. However, the range of conditions in the Irwin
et al. (1) study is rather narrow. Temperatures,
for example, range from 22 to 28 °C.
We first examined available data on the
thermal niches for the taxa in question, to see
how well they are represented in the Irwin
et al. (1) study. The taxa analyzed are known
to be temperature generalists: of the 67 taxa
used, 50 are reported on the Encyclopedia of
Life,* and the majority exhibit broad thermal
ranges (median range 29 °C). Similarly, a
study (3) containing global estimates of 34
taxa in common with Irwin et al. (1) found
the median niche width to be at least 10 °C.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1513353112

Irwin et al. investigated local populations
that may have evolved narrower thermal
niches. However, isolated phytoplankton
strains also show wide thermal niches in
the laboratory (median range of 25 strains:
30 °C) (4). Therefore, it seems likely that
the majority of the investigated taxa have
fundamental thermal niches much broader
than the temperature range considered in
the study (1).
We next assessed the impact of this
problem through a simple simulation. We
produced 100 pseudo-observations for the
temperature data used in the study for 50
bell-shaped fundamental niches with sequentially increasing means from 10 to
23 °C and a SD of 4 °C. We then used the
same method as Irwin et al. (1) to estimate
shifts in the observed temperature niches.
Only pseudo-observations produced by assuming a change in the fundamental thermal niche of 8 °C yielded shifts in estimated
niche centers close to the reported change
of 0.45 °C. The method used therefore appears to be unable to resolve the proposed
changes: the strong bias of the estimates
toward the center of the temperature range
examined erodes the true differences between the fundamental niche centers (Fig.
1A). Moreover, the weak signals of broad
temperature niches are hard to “see” for
MaxEnt and can cause imprecise niche center estimates, especially if as few as 10 observations per species are used (Fig. 1B).

We suggest instead that temperature is not
a limiting factor for most species in the
considered environment and that the changes
they observed may be artifacts related to the
abrupt shift in the entire pelagic community
coincident with the start of the second measurement period, which reduced the abundances of many of the phytoplankton species
by 50- to 300-fold (1).
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Fig. 1. Weaknesses of the method applied by Irwin et al. (1). (A) Only considering the temperature range used in the study (dashed gray lines) will lead to biased estimates of
shifts in thermal niches. The difference between initial niche center (green) and shifted niche center (red) will be estimated too narrowly. (B) The signal-to-noise ratio in the training
data for MaxEnt is low. MaxEnt estimates are based on the difference between background temperatures (black) and temperatures at presence locations (blue), which are small for
broad thermal niches (red). Because temperatures at presence locations were estimated, at least in part, based on few observations, niche center estimates may have a low
precision.
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